TEMPLATE FOR CYLINDER ADAPTER
FOR GLS9800 SERIES

IMPORTANT:

ATTACH STRIKE TO FRAME
OR MULLION BEFORE
POSITIONING TEMPLATE ON
DOOR. LOCATE TEMPLATE
FROM SURFACE OF STRIKE.

1/4"-20G TAP HOLE
(FOR PANIC EXIT DEVICE)

1/2" THRU HOLE
(FOR FIRE EXIT DEVICE)

(2) 1/4" HOLES
THRU INSIDE SURFACE
OF DOOR. 3/8" CSK, 3/8" DIA.

3/16" HOLES
THRU INSIDE SURFACE

1-7/32" HOLE THRU
OUTSIDE SURFACE ONLY
(WOOD DOORS:
1-1/4" TG 1-3/8" DEEP)

0.37"
(9.4mm)

0.26"
(6.65mm)

3.07"
(78mm)

1.62"
(41.2mm)

3.07"
(78mm)

% OF STRIKE (41" FROM FLOOR)

1/4"-20G TAP HOLE
(FOR PANIC EXIT DEVICE)

1/2" THRU HOLE
(FOR FIRE EXIT DEVICE)